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ABSTRACT. Self-limited nanoassemblies, such as supraparticles (SPs), exist in quasi-equilibrium 

states by balancing repulsive and attractive forces. They can be made from virtually any nanoscale 

components, but SPs from nanocarbons including carbon quantum dots (GQDs), are hardly known 

because weak van der Waals attraction between them is not sufficiently strong to balance electrostatic 

repulsion. Here we show that highly uniform SPs from graphene quantum dots can be successfully 

assembled when the components are bridged by strong coordination bonds with Tb
3+

 ions. 

Furthermore, they can be co-assembled with an enzyme that superoxide dismutase, that also has weak 

attraction to GQDs. Tight structural integration of nanoscale, ionic, and biological components into SPs 

enables efficient transfer of excitonic energy from graphene quantum dots and protein to Tb
3+

. This 

mechanism is activated when Cu
2+

 is reduced to Cu
1+

 by nitric oxide (NO) – an important biomarker 

for multiple health problems, including viral pulmonary infections and Alzheimer disease. Due to 

multipronged fluorescence enhancement, the highly selective limit of NO detection was 10 pM, an 

improvement over current methods by 200 times. Furthermore, uniform size of SPs with diameter of 50 

nm enables digitization of the NO detection using the single particle detection format resulting in 

confident registration of as few as 600 molecules per 1 mL. The practicality of the SPs-based assay was 

demonstrated by the successful monitoring of NO in human breath. The biocompatible SPs combining 

proteins, carbonaceous nanostructures, and a variety of ionic components provide a general path for 

engineering uniquely sensitive assays for non-invasive tracking of infections and other diseases. 
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INTRODUCTION:  

Mesoscale superstructures from nanoscale components displaying self-limited growth represent a 

rapidly expanding family of nanoassemblies. Their signature is the emergence of monodispersed 

meso- and microscale particles[1–3] and fibers[4,5] from polydispersed heterogeneous components. 

Self-limited growth leads to quasi-equilibrium states where repulsive and attractive interactions 

between the components compensate each other and restrict the assembly dimensions to a 

particular size. Despite the synthetic simplicity of this approach, exceptionally complex structures 

can be produced following the self-limited mechanism when the competition of several restrictions 

takes place[6,7]. 

One of the most representative members of self-limited nanoassemblies are supraparticles (SPs) 

incorporating 100–300 constitutive nanoscale units whose formation is governed by the balance 

between electrostatic repulsions and van der Waals (vdW) attractions[3],[8]. The versatility of SP 

components, sub-nanoscale porosity, and ability to incorporate biological subunits stimulated 

studies of self-limited SPs toward protein stabilization[9], drug delivery[10], photocatalysis[11], chiral 

recognition[12], and chiral catalysis[2,13].  

Many inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) readily produce SPs, however, carbonaceous nanoscale 

components[14] such as graphene NPs, do not.[15] The reason is partially from that their vdW 

attractions are relatively weaker than the dispersive forces for metallic, semiconductor, and ceramic 

NPs owing to the small atomic mass of carbon. At the same time, the unique optical, electronic, 

biological, and mechanical properties of nanocarbons are needed in many nanoassemblies being 

translated to practice. Graphene fragments smaller than 100 nm, also known as graphene quantum 

dots (GQDs)[16–22], would be nearly ideal components for SPs because of their simplicity of syntheses, 

high relative earth abundance, strong optical activity, and biological compatibility[23,24]. While GQDs 
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can form some nanoassemblies4,24, the challenge for their successful self-organization into 

monodispersed SPs is the mediation of sufficient and simultaneous repulsion and attraction.  

 In this work, highly uniform SPs were assembled from GQDs and superoxide dismutase (SOD), 

when attractive vdW forces were enhanced by coordination interactions with terbium ions (Tb3+). 

Tight structural integration of optically active components into SPs makes possible efficient energy 

transfer between the protein and GQD to the Tb3+ fluorophore. SOD protein is an enzyme that 

alternately catalyzes the dismutation of the superoxide (O2
−) radicals, usually consisting of copper 

and zinc as active centres. Being augmented by stimulated intersystem crossing, when Cu (II) in SOD 

is reduced to Cu (I), the multipronged fluorescence enhancement of Tb3+ engenders highly selective 

detection of small molecules that have penetrated. This new capability of self-limited 

nanoassemblies was demonstrated for sensing nitric oxide (NO)–an essential marker for many 

metabolic processes[26] and cellular signalling[27].  Its continuous monitoring is essential for the 

treatment of coronary heart heath[28], Alzheimer’s disease[29], and psychiatric disorders.[30] The 

presence of NO in human breath can also serve as the basis for a rapid test for pulmonary 

infections,[31] including severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)[32,33] and COVID-19[34].  We found 

that GQD-based SPs enable highly sensitive NO probes, which is an improvement of current methods 

by at least two orders of magnitude. SPs assembled from GQD, Tb3+, and SOD also display high 

selectivity for NO over other reactive nitrogen (RNS) and oxygen species (ROS). Furthermore, the 

convenient size and uniformity of SPs combined with strong luminesce enables NO detection via 

single particle counting that leads to digitization of the analysis and further improvement of 

detection limit to only hundreds of molecules per sample. The rapid and non-invasive monitoring of 

NO in breath using SPs may lead to multifaceted health monitoring assays, which will be easily 

accessible for many people.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

  Self-assemblies of SPs: GQDs were prepared by “top-down” oxidation[35] and showed high 

polydispersity and diameters from 2 to 8 nm (Figure 1b). Since the fluorescent properties of GQDs 

are size-dependent, the low uniformity of GQDs is expected to significantly increase the signal errors 

in the fluorescent assay[36]. However, self-limited assembly processes can transform polydispersed 

NPs into nearly monodispersed assemblies[1]. GQDs were observed to assemble in a wide spectrum 

of morphologies, where the self-limitation of nanoassemblies manifests in different dimensions[4]. 

Self-limitation in 1D and 2D leads to nanochains or nanosheets, respectively, with uniform diameter 

or thickness 1 or 2 dimensions but not in 3 dimensions (3D). Only limitations enforced on spatial 

dimensions isotropically will drive the formation of spherical SPs with overall size uniformity.   

We assembled GQDs with SOD to complement the biological properties of the protein with the 

fluorescence and biocompatibility of GQDs. The self-assembly process was induced by the addition 

of lanthanide ions, in particular Tb3+ (Figure 2a), forming strong coordination bonds with carboxyl 

groups at the edges of the graphene sheets. However, triply charged lanthanide ions tend to form 

branched aggregates (Figure 2a for Tb3+ and Figure S3 for Y3+, Eu3+, Ce3+, and Gd3+) when added to 

GQD dispersions because these coordination bonds are rigid and exhibit high spatial anisotropy. 

Flexible bridges from semi-ellipsoidal SOD units that partially unfold, dramatically reduce the 

anisotropy of the coordination assemblies with lanthanide ions and transform branched aggregates 

into spherical SPs (Figure 1c for Tb3+ and Figure S4 for Y3+, Eu3+, Ce3+ and Gd3+). First-principle 

calculations and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to uncover the mechanisms 

for shape change from branched aggregates to SPs.  Density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

showed that the optimal geometry for the centre-metal-centre angle, Φ, for the GQD-Tb3+-GQD 

assembly was ~180 degrees leading to the linear assemblies with a C2 symmetry (Figure S5a). This 

geometry of the coordination bridges in the GQD-Tb3+-GQD assembly units forces them to align 
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themselves with respect to each other during the assembly, propagating the symmetry of the 

individual blocks through all the scales, which can be recognized in their preferential formation of 

chains. The HOMO and LUMO for GQD-Tb3+-GQD assembly displayed remarkable long-range 

conjugation between the aromatic systems of GQDs (Figure S5b,c). The construction of the 

conjugated structure was due to the mixing of π* natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs) of 

GQDs and f-NLMOs of the Tb3+ ion. Electron delocalization is maximized when the GQD-Tb3+-GQD 

assembly has a linear geometry.  

It is known that Tb3+ forms coordination bonds to the carboxyl groups of Asp and the Glu residues 

of proteins[37]. DFT-based calculation showed the Φ for the GQD-Tb3+-Asp assembly was 147.9 

degrees, which indicated that the C2 symmetry was broken (Figure 1g), and no obvious conjugation 

was displayed in the corresponding HOMO and LUMO (Figure S6). The flexible peptide chains of SOD 

further increase the adaptability of the Φ for the GQD-Tb3+-SOD assembly. All-atom MD simulations 

revealed that the Φ for the GQD-Tb3+-SOD assembly decreased from ~180 to 63.9 degree inferring a 

complete break of C2 symmetry (Figure 1g). Removal of the preferential bonding axis enables the 

nanoassembly to maximize short-range attractions, which leads to particles with spherical shapes 

(Figure 1c,d).  

We further investigated the geometry of GQD-Tb3+-SOD assemblies for different SOD content. SPs 

formed only at the specific weight ratio of GQD:SOD of 60:40. Otherwise, network-shaped 

aggregates were formed instead of SPs (Figure 2b). A common parameter for the quantitative 

analysis of these dissimilar assembly patterns is the dimensionless scale index, Γ, (Figure 2d) 

calculated as as a ratio of the largest to the smallest geometric measure of assemblies[6]. When 20% 

SOD was added, the Γ of the network nanochains significantly dropped from 42.3 to 9.1. At the 

critical point of 40% SOD, Γ = 2.4, which subsequently increased with greater concentration of SOD. 
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Irregular aggregates were observed for GQD-Tb3+-SOD assemblies with 60% or more SOD (Figure 

2c,d).  

Fluorescent Assay for Nitric Oxide (NO): It is known that SOD is involved with NO metabolism[38]. 

Inspired by previous studies of SOD for NO detection[38–41], we tested NO sensing using GQD-Tb3+-

SOD SPs. Nanoscale porosity of SPs, originating from the polydispersity of the constituent GQDs, 

helps the fast diffusion for small NO molecules to penetrate into these nanoassemblies. We 

observed that the GQD-Tb3+-SOD SPs did not show strong fluorescence because the light emission of 

Tb3+ is efficiently quenched by Cu (II) ions[42] in SOD. The intensity of the green fluorescence from 

Tb3+ increased, however, 35 times, when NO was present (Figure 3a), due to the reduction of Cu (II) 

to Cu (I) by NO in SOD’s reaction centre. We further optimized the GQD:SOD ratio to obtain a better 

analytical performance (Figure 2e). Coincidently, it was found that the SPs with a 60:40 GQD/SOD 

ratio containing ~200 SOD units showed the highest enhancement of Tb3+ light emission. 

Importantly, neither GQD nor SOD alone sensitized Tb3+ fluorescence to the degree observed in the 

SPs, and the close integration of all the components into SPs is required for fluorescence 

enhancement, which is due to the close range requirements of excited state energy transfer via 

through-space tunneling (~2 nm) [43].  

Mechanism for Nitric Oxide Detection: Fluorescent properties of SPs incorporating (a) SOD with 

copper ions reduced from Cu (II) to Cu (I) by ascorbic acid and (b) SOD with copper ions extracted by 

excess EDTA were investigated to understand better the energy transfer processes in self-limited 

assemblies. Cu-free-SOD showed higher fluorescence intensity than pristine SOD when mixed with 

1mM Tb3+ solution. In an analogues condition, Cu (I)-SOD showed 8.8 times higher fluorescence 

intensity than Cu-free-SOD. We concluded that Cu (I) ions sensitize the fluorescence of Tb3+ by 

stimulation of non-radiative intersystem crossing processes, enabling the population of otherwise 

symmetry-forbidden radiative state, similar to the optical effects of Ag (I) [44],[45]. High local 
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concentrations of both Cu (I) and Tb3+ in SPs makes this sensitization efficient. X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) was applied to verify the reduction of copper by NO molecules (Figure S8). The 

original Cu (I)-SPs showed a 2p 2/3 peak at 932.6 eV while that in Cu (II)-SPs was positioned at 934.7 

eV with satellite peaks between 945 and 940 eV, which is characteristic for Cu (II)[46]. Moreover, 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra for Cu (II)-SPs and Cu (I)-SPs were collected (Figure 

S9). It was observed that pristine Cu (II)-SPs showed a pair of strong EPR peaks demonstrating the 

existence of an unpaired electron in Cu (II). After nitric oxide treatment, the EPR peaks disappeared, 

corresponding to the XPS result that all the Cu (II) ions were reduced to Cu (I) by NO. DFT 

calculations of copper ions and their surrounding ligands in SOD (Figure 3c) showed a concomitant 

structural change after the central Cu (II) was reduced to Cu (I). The Cu (II) reaction site showed a 

smaller HOMO-LUMO gap of 1.93 eV (calculated from DFT), which acted as effective energy acceptor 

of Tb3+ emission (2.28 eV), and quenched its luminescence (Figure 3d). The DFT calculated HOMO-

LUMO gap for the Cu (I) reaction site was at 4.87 eV (254 nm). This change is essential in the context 

of the optical properties of SPs because it overlaps with the absorption band of Tb3+ at 280 nm and 

thus permits excitonic energy transfer from reduced SOD to the lanthanide fluorophore. 

Furthermore, the HOMO-LUMO gap of GQDs used to construct SPs is located at 300 nm (4.13 eV), 

which also overlaps with the same band of Tb3+ (4.40 eV). Therefore, tight physical proximity of Tb3+ 

to both donors of excitonic energy predisposed SPs for funnelling the photonic energy to a single 

emitter. To some degree, the coupling of different optical and electron transfer effects in SPs is 

analogous to those observed in nanoscale photosynthetic assemblies in bacteria and plants.  

Time-resolved emission decay[37] was measured to further understand the energy transfer 

pathways in GQD-Tb3+-SOD SPs (Figure S10). For the copper-free SPs, the fluorescence decay 

displayed a lifetime of 976 ± 4 µs, which is typical for the symmetry-forbidden emission from Tb3+. 

The mono-exponential decay implies a standard radiative recombination of the excited state and 

chelation of Tb3+ in SPs. The SPs from SOD treated with ascorbic acid showed a similar fluorescence 
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decay profile with a single lifetime of 917 ± 3 µs. Shortening of the lifetime is associated with 

greater ‘allowance’ of the Tb3+ transition due to spin-orbit coupling with Cu (I). In the presence of Cu 

(II), however, the fluorescence showed a biexponential decay with much shorter lifetimes being 

consistent with efficient quenching of Tb3+ emission by Cu (II). One exponent describes the energy 

transfer from Tb3+ to Cu (II), while the other one corresponds to the characteristic time of energy 

transfer from GQDs to the Tb3+.  

The enhancement of light emission for different NO concentrations (Figure 4a) was further 

studied to determine the limit of detection (LOD) for this biological marker. The LOD in dispersion 

was calculated to be 10 pM. Such a low LOD considerably exceeds the requirements for NO 

detection, for instance, in brain with expected range of 10 nM < [NO] < 1000 nM [47], and in breath 

with expected range of 30 nM < [NO] < 1500 nM (1 ppbv < [NO] < 50 ppbv, where ppbv is parts per 

billion by volume). SPs showed a 2–3 magnitude order of improvement compared to NO biosensors 

based on copper complexes[39].  

In a conventional fluorescence assay, one analyte molecule usually causes fluorescent response by 

only one probe molecule. Amplification of fluorescence response can be attained by enzymatic 

catalysis[48], multiple recognition[49], and delocalized energy states[50]. Coarse-grained MD simulations 

showed that there were statistically 29 ± 3 sites in each SP where Tb3+ is in close proximity to SOD 

(Figure 1e). The average distance from Tb3+ to the copper center in SOD is approximately 1.9 nm, 

inferring highly efficient energy transfer between them43. That is, the reduction of single Cu (II) ion 

will lead to the luminescence recovery of multiple Tb3+ fluorophores. Stimulation of the forbidden 

radiative transitions in Tb3+ by Cu (I) further enhanced the luminescence[37]. As a result, the 

sensitivity of SPs to NO was improved by at least two orders of magnitude compared to conventional 

NO probes49.  
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Nitric Oxide Detection in Biological Specimens: Being non-invasive, NO breath assays can provide 

timely information about lung conditions[51], asthmatic spasms[31], SARS/COVID-19 infections[32], and 

other health problems[28]. Thus, measurements of NO in breath were performed using SP-based 

fluorescence. Three healthy male volunteers supplied breath samples for analysis (Table 1). The 

average concentration of NO was found to be 9.8 ppbv (n =3, range from less than 4 to 19 ppbv), 

which is typical for heathy humans[52,53]. The results of the SPs-based assays were also consistent 

with a ‘gold standard’ for NO detection – the method based on 4,5-diaminofluorescein (DAF-2)[54,55]. 

In addition to the much improved LOD, SP-based assays can also be re-usable up to several times; 

SPs can be reactivated by centrifugation and copper (II) recovery (Figure S12). 

Table 1. Detection of NO concentration in breath (ppbv). 

Method Volunteer 1 Volunteer 2 Volunteer 3 

SPs 4.7 ± 1.3 18.2 ± 3.6 6.5 ± 3.2 

DAF-2 5.2 ± 2.2 17.1 ± 4.1 7.3 ± 1.2 

 

These observations stimulated us to look further into the capabilities of our SPs for NO detection 

in health monitoring, evaluating its selectivity against reactive oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen (RNS) 

species. SP-based assays displayed the selective NO fluorescence response with (F-F0)/F0 in excess of 

25 while all the other competing ROS and RNS, including NO2
-, NO3

-, HNO, ONOO-, H2O2, ∙OH, 1O2, O2
-

, and ClO-, remained below 5 (Figure 4b).  

To understand the sensitivity limits of NO detection with SPs and make a step toward (a) chip-

based portable NO detectors and (b) digital read-out of the signal. The transition from traditional 

analog to advanced digital methods based on counting of single luminescent particles opens the 
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door to drastic improvement of both reliability and sensitivity of the bioanalysis.   Note that it is not 

possible for single GQDs, proteins or luminescent due to small size, but it becomes possible for SPs 

with a diameter of 50 nm and size uniformity provided by self-limited mechanism of assembly.  Also 

important, that when the particle size becomes too large the digital read-out becomes less effective 

because the luminescence emission is only limited to the particle surface.  

To take investigate these possibilities, we spin-coated GQD-Tb3+-SOD SPs on glass, depositing 

approximately 106 SPs per 1 x 1 cm2 slide (Figure S13).  To show the broad applicability of the test 

and advantages of high sensitivity derived from the SP engineering, we exposed these slides to NO 

containing biofluid[56]. Aliquots carrying 100 pM (10 μL, 6•108 molecules) of NO were injected into a 

microscale liquid cell with a volume of 1 mL every 500 seconds (Figure 4c,d). We used SP-coated 

slides, integrated with CCD camera that were themselves integrated with microfluidic devices, to 

acquire the fluorescence intensities of individual SPs.  The ability to read-out responses of single SPs 

multiple times rather than the single volume of a dispersion represents a considerable advantage of 

self-limited assemblies over dyes that results in significant enhancement of signal-to-noise ratio due 

to the large number of SPs in the field of view. The registered signal of single SPs increased stepwise 

in response to each addition of NO solution to the microfluidic device (Figure 4e,f), eventually 

reaching a plateau. This experimental series indicates that using our single-particle detection 

protocol, one SP gives a distinct optical response to as few as 600 molecules of NO.  

CONCLUSIONS:  

Self-limited nanoassemblies were engineered from GQDs and SODs by bridging them with 

lanthanide ions. The proximal position of all the components in the SPs obtained for green-

fluorescent Tb3+ enabled efficient energy transfer between the nanoscale and ionic subunits, which 

engendered ‘turn-on” luminescence detection of NO with record sensitivity being able to detect NO 

concentrations as low as 10 pM. SP assays also enabled transition from analog to digital read-out of 
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the bioanalysis that lead to further improvement of sensitivity making possible identification as few 

as 600 molecules per 1 mL in dispersion and single-particle assays. Opening a new venue in the 

utilization of self-limited nanoassemblies, NO detection may lead to a facile detection of several 

diseases including rapid screening for pulmonary inflammations. High sensitivity, simplicity, and non-

invasive nature of SP assays makes possible their wide utilization for in-home health monitoring. 

Implementation of chiroptically active GQDs in self-limited nanoassemblies may further expand the 

spectrum of biological analytes to include chiral small molecules.  
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Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) have insufficient van der Waals (vdW) attraction to assemble into 

self-limited supraparticles. Here we show that GQDs can assemble into nearly perfect 

supraparticles when vdW forces are supplemented by coordination bonds with Tb3+ ions. 

Superoxide dismutase (SOD) was incorporated into supraparticles and enabled a selective assay 

for nitric oxide (NO) with ultrahigh sensitivity. Practical for NO detection in exhaled breath, we 

approach a rapid non-invasive test for pulmonary inflamations, such as coronavirus pneumonia. 
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